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A DFT and KMC based study on the mechanism of
the water gas shift reaction on the Pd(100) surface†
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We present a combined density functional theory (DFT) and Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) study of the water
gas shift (WGS) reaction on the Pd(100) surface. We propose a mechanism comprising both the redox and
the associative pathways for the WGS within a single framework, which consists of seven core elementary
steps, which in turn involve splitting of a water molecule followed by the production of an H-atom and an
OH-species on the Pd(100) surface. In the following steps, these intermediates then recombine with each
other and with CO leading to the evolution of CO2, and H2. Seven other elementary steps, involving the
diﬀusion and adsorption of the surface intermediate species are also considered for a complete description
of the mechanism. The geometrical and electronic properties of each of the reactants, products, and the
transition states of the core elementary steps are presented. We also discuss the analysis of Bader charges
and spin densities for the reactants, transition states and the products of these elementary steps. Our study
indicates that the WGS reaction progresses simultaneously via the direct oxidation and the carboxyl paths
on the Pd(100) surface.

1. Introduction
The water gas shift (WGS) reaction plays a crucial role in many
industrially important processes as diverse as steam-methane
reforming for ammonia and methanol synthesis and direct proton
1–24
exchange membrane fuel cell applications.
In the last few years,
the mechanism of this reaction has been studied intensively using
both theoretical and experimental techniques; it is, however, still
25
extensively debated.
In previous studies, various reaction
pathways have been considered; for example, a study by Huang et
al. focused on three different pathways for the WGS reaction on the
Fe2O3(111) surface using density functional theory with Hubbard
correction (DFT+U) i.e. a redox mechanism also known as the
regenerative mechanism, the
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associative or the carboxyl mechanism and the coupling
3,20
mechanism.
In the redox mechanism, the water molecule is
dissociated into atomic H and O atoms; the dissociated O-atom then
interacts with the adsorbed CO molecule to form CO2. In the
associative mechanism, the adsorbed CO interacts with adsorbed OH
species obtained by partial dissociation of H2O, to give a carboxyl
26

intermediate, which then decomposes to CO2 and an H-atom.
Finally, in the coupling mechanism, the evolution of CO2 takes place
directly from the reaction of CO and OH species. This study
concluded that the redox mechanism is the most favourable pathway
for the WGS reaction on the Fe3O4(111) surface. In an earlier work,
Gokhale et al. studied all the elementary steps of redox and carboxyl
mediated mechanisms for the low-temperature WGS reaction on the
Cu(111) surface, using density functional theory (DFT) and
3
microkinetic modelling. They proposed that the abstrac-tion of H
from H2O is the rate determining step, while in another study
Grabow et al. employed DFT, microkinetic mod-elling and
experimental techniques to study the WGS reaction on the Pt(111)
18
surface. They concluded that formate species act as spectators and
cannot be formed from CO and OH in a single elementary step. The
CO species was identified as the most abundant of the surface
intermediates and the carboxyl group (COOH), formed from CO and
OH, subsequently combined with OH to form CO2 and H2O. While
this step was considered to be the favoured CO2 formation path, due
to its low activation energy

barrier, their microkinetic modelling study, shows that this reaction
is limited by the low OH coverage. They proposed that the direct
decomposition step of COOH - CO2 + H accounts for 75–95% of the
total CO2 production.
Mohsenzadeh et al. recently reported a DFT based study on the
eﬀect of three diﬀerent Ni surfaces i.e., Ni(111), Ni(110) and
4

Ni(100) on the WGS reaction. They considered nine elementary
steps, which included water dissociation, CO oxidation and the
formation of hydrogen. Their calculations indicated that water
dissociation, formyl formation, formate dissociation and formation
of H2 have the lowest barrier on the Ni(110) surface, CO oxidation
has the lowest barrier on the Ni(100) surface. Their analysis showed
that the rate limiting step was CO + O - CO2. The barrier for this
reaction decreased in the order of Ni(110) 4 Ni(111) 4 Ni(100)
surfaces. In another study involving DFT, near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) and IR spectroscopy,
Senanayake et al. investigated the role of formate, carbonate and
carboxyl species as possible intermediates in the WGS reaction on

In this study, we focus our study on the Pd surface as Pd-based
membranes are known to be able to isolate hydrogen in large
quantities and maintain its stability during the water gas shift
reaction. For instance, recent studies have demon-strated that the Pd
and Pd-based alloy membranes are able to produce H2 with a high
34,35

purity of 99.89%.
The choice of the Pd(100) surface, on the
other hand, is largely based on the fact that it is well characterised by
a large number of recent experimental studies using in situ
36
methods. Furthermore, Zhang et al. using periodic DFT showed
that the reaction pathways on the Pd(111) and Pd(110) surfaces
display common features despite the fact that they have diﬀerent
37
surface symmetries. Recent, theoretical studies have also shown
that the surface energies of the Pd surfaces are in the order Pd(111) o
Pd(100) o Pd(110), so the Pd(111) surface is the most stable surface
28
followed by Pd(100) and Pd(110). There-fore, we considered the
Pd(100) surface to capture the WGS reaction on the surface, which is
experimentally well-known, relatively active but suﬃciently stable.

27

the Au(111) surface. They found that for formate, the bidentate is
more stable than the monodentate configuration by B0.650 eV and it
is, therefore, unlikely that formate is a key intermediate in the WGS
reaction. They concluded that carbonate species are not present
during the reaction of CO with OH on Au(111) at 90–120 K and that
carbonate is much less stable on the Au(111) surface than on oxide
surfaces. However, we note that that there are reports where the
formate species have been observed as intermediates, for example in
studies on the reverse WGS reaction by Choi et al. employing in situ
FT-IR and DFT techniques on Pd, Ni, Cu and Ag.

28

In addition to pristine metallic surfaces, there are also
several reports of investigations of the WGS reaction on metals
14,29,30
supported on metal oxides.
Song et al. for example,
employed DFT+U techniques to understand the mechanism of the
WGS reaction on a single Au atom versus Au cluster supported on
14

CeO2. They concluded that the carboxyl mecha-nism has a lower
energy pathway compared to the redox mechanism. In related
studies, the elementary steps involving water splitting, and CO
oxidation have also been studied. For instance, Filhol et al.
elucidated the electrochemical activation of water over the Pd(111)
surface and Peterson et al. investigated low temperature CO oxidation catalysed by atomically
31,32
dispersed Pd on Al2O3.
We also note that the kinetics of the
WGS reaction could be also greatly influenced by catalyst supports.
For example, earlier studies by Grenoble et al. per-formed a detailed
study on the Group VIIB, VIII and IB metals supported on Al2O3
and showed that the rate per surface metal atom of Pt supported on
Al2O3 has an higher magnitude as compared to Pt supported on
33
SiO2.
It is clear that despite the wide range of theoretical and
experimental studies on the WGS reaction, there are consider-able
uncertainties regarding the key elementary steps of its reaction
mechanism. Therefore, in this study we employ density functional
theory (DFT) and Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simula-tions to
understand the mechanism of this important reaction over the
Pd(100) surface.

In the following sections, we will present first the details of our
computational procedures and a description of the proposed reaction
mechanism in terms of geometric and electronic prop-erties, which
will be followed by the discussions of the results obtained from the
DFT calculations and their implementation in the KMC analysis. We
show that the water gas shift reaction progresses simultaneously via
both direct oxidation and carboxyl pathways, which consist of seven
core elementary steps.

2. Computational details
DFT calculations
We employ the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) to
38–41
perform DFT calculations.
We used the projector augmented
wave (PAW) method and the cut-off energy is set to 450 eV, which
5
gave bulk energies converged to within 10
eV. We chose a
1

convergence criterion of 0.02 eV Å for our structural optimisations
and the Perdew–Wang (PW91) version of the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) to carry out total energy calculations and
42,43
perform geometry optimisations.
We note that the PW91
44,45

functional has been shown to be reliable for such studies.
For all
the calculations an experi-mental lattice constant of 3.891 Å is used
for bulk Pd and the ideal Pd(100) surfaces are modelled by a 3 3
supercell with 4 atomic layers respectively from bulk Pd. Of the four
layers we have relaxed the top two atomic-layers and fixed the
bottom two layers to mimic the bulk of the system. Six equivalent
layers of vacuum between two successive metal slabs are used. To
determine the minimum energy paths for all the elementary
steps, we employed the climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI46,47
NEB) method.
The transition state of the optimised
reaction coordinate was confirmed by calculations of the vibra-tional
frequencies. Since a slab exposes two surfaces (top and the bottom of
the slab), placing an adsorbate on one of these generally induces a
dipole moment. To eliminate the latter, one can place a second
adsorbate symmetrically on the other

surface; yet, this increases computational cost and leads to problems
when calculating transition states (two imaginary frequencies for
symmetrically placed transition state species). To avoid these issues,
adsorption is allowed on only one of the two surfaces in all of our
calculations. The dipole moment for these calculations, due to the
adsorbed species is accounted for using the methods according to the
48,49

works of Makov et al. and Neugebauer et al.
as implemented in
VASP. A k-point grid of 18 18 1 was used for all the calculations.
The adsorption energy of adsorbates on Pd(100) surface is then
calculated using:

E =E
ad

(E

adsorbate + Pd(100)

Pd(100)

+E

),

adsorbate

(1)

where, Ead is the adsorption energy, Eadsorbate+Pd(100) is the energy
of the system with the adsorbate on Pd surfaces, EPd(100) is the
energy of pristine surface and Eadsorbate is the energy of the
adsorbate. The adsorption energy values include zero-point energy
corrections. The charges on various atoms were obtained using the
Bader charge analysis as implemented by Henkelman and co50
workers. It is also worth mentioning that previously, Tsuzuki et al.
used PW91 exchange and correla-tion functional to evaluate
nonbonding dispersive interactions, and they found that the
interaction energies are very close to their CCSD(T) and MP2
51
results. It has been also reported that PW91 already overestimates
the binding energy; therefore, inclusion of additional vdW term does
52
not lead to further improvements. Further to this, Ortmann et al.
also showed that the use of PW91 and PW91 + vdW results in very
little diﬀerence in lattice parameters, bulk modulus, cohesive
energies, vibrational frequencies, bond lengths, of solids and
52
molecules. Therefore, in this study we have not considered the
dispersive eﬀects separately.
Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations
53,54

The KMC simulations were run using the Zacros code
(http://zacros.org) with the results processed using MATLAB
(https://uk.mathworks.com/). During the simulations, the species
number and process statistics were sampled every 1 ms and a
snapshot of the adlayer was taken every 50 ms. We have used H2O,

56

on the same surface (see Table S1, ESI†). Pre-exponential factors
were then computed using the vibrational frequencies from the DFT
calculations. A detailed discussion on the evalua-tion of the preexponential factors has been given previously by Stamatakis and coworkers in ref. 57.

3. Results and discussion
The overall water gas shift reaction is given by the equation:
CO+H2O"CO2+H2
To formulate the mechanism of this reaction, we first consider the
key intermediates including H, O, and OH, which can be obtained
from H2O and the reactant CO, and then determine all the other
probable intermediates in this reaction. In a recent study,
Mohsenzadeh et al. have shown that HCO is an unstable
intermediate; similarly, Plauk et al. have shown that the OOH
intermediate on Pd(111) and Pd(100) surfaces will readily dissociate
to give O and OH intermediates; and as described previously,
Grabow et al. reported that the formate
species is a spectator species and cannot be formed from CO and OH
4,18,44
in a single elementary step.
Therefore,
considering all these aspects, we formulated a mechanism consisting
of seven core elementary steps involving both redox and carboxyl
mechanisms as shown in Fig. 1. We propose that the splitting of the
water molecule, gives rise to an adsorbed H-atom and an OH-species
on the Pd(100) surface. In the following steps, these intermediate
species combine with CO leading to the evolution of CO2, and H2.
We have also considered the possibility that the CO2 molecule is
formed via another route involving a carboxyl species. It is worth
mentioning that the Boudouard reaction, which is 2CO "Csrf + CO2,
is also one of the probable elementary steps. However, recent studies
have shown that the rate of this reaction decreases in presence of
58
H2O and H2. Additionally, the inclusion of this elementary step
could lead to another step i.e., Csrf "Cbulk, as shown by us in our
previous studies on palladium carbides, which may greatly aﬀect the
59,60
mechanism of the water gas shift reaction.

CO, CO2, and the pristine Pd(100) surface as the reference species.
Stiﬀness scaling was used on all the diﬀusion and water adsorption
and desorption steps to prevent these steps from dominating and
hampering time progression past a few milliseconds. All the steps
were allowed to be reversible, so that the simulation satisfies
microscopic reversibility. It was necessary to include 7 extra steps
involving diﬀusion, adsorption and desorption in the proposed
mechanism considered for the DFT calculations, in order to simulate
an open system and take into account the mobility of the adsorbates
on the surface. The pressure and temperature are kept at 1 atm and
600 K respec-tively, which was selected so that a suitable time could
be sampled within available computational resources. The partial
pressure ratio of CO and H2O was varied, ranging from 1 : 1 to a
55

1000 : 1 ratio of CO and H2O. Lateral interactions were calculated by deriving the interaction energies using DFT on two adjacent
molecules (both for the same or for diﬀerent species)

Fig. 1 A mechanism consisting of seven core elementary steps involving
both redox and carboxyl mechanisms for water gas shift reaction. For
simplicity the adsorption and desorption steps are not shown.

In this study, to simplify the proposed mechanism we have not
included these two steps. For clarity, each of these proposed
elementary steps are summarised below (in which the subscript
‘‘srf’’ indicates a surface species):
Step 1: water splitting
(H2O)srf " (OH)srf + (H)srf

and diﬀusion of CO, H2O, O, H, OH, and CO2 for a complete
description of the WGS reaction, which we will discuss when we
present our KMC studies. The geometric and electronic properties of
atomic and/or molecular species involved in reactants, products, and
transition states of each of these core elementary steps are described
in the next section.
3.1. Adsorption properties of the atomic and molecular species

Step 2: formation of H2O and adsorption of O
(OH)srf + (OH)srf " (H2O)srf + (O)srf

We first consider the adsorption energies of all the adsorbed atomic
and molecular species on the Pd(100) surface. The adsorption
energies of these species are calculated on top (T) of a Pd atom, in
between two Pd atoms i.e. the bridge site (B) and on the four-fold
hollow (4f) site. In Table 1, the calculated distances of the atomic
and/or molecular species from the Pd(100) surface, their interatomic
distance and the adsorption energies for all these adsorbates are
given. The top and side views of all the optimised structures for the
atomic and molecular species are also shown in Fig. 2(a–f).

Step 3: OH splitting
(OH)srf " (O)srf + (H)srf
Step 4: H2 evolution from (H)srf
(H)srf + (H)srf " H2
Step 5: CO oxidation
(CO)srf + (O)srf " CO2

We find that the H-atom displays similar adsorption energies on
the four-fold hollow (4f) and the bridge (B) sites

Step 6: formation of COOH from COsrf and (OH)srf
(CO)srf + (OH)srf " (COOH)srf
Step 7: CO2 evolution
(COOH)srf " (CO2)srf + (H)srf
In addition to these seven core steps, we have also considered the
adsorption and desorption of CO and H2O
Table 1 The geometry and adsorption energies of various adsorbates with
zero point energy corrections on the four-fold hollow (4f), bridge (B) and
top (T) sites of Pd(100) surface. ‘‘A’’ in the table represents the atoms
closer to the Pd(100) surface

Species
H

Interatomic distances (Å)
Proximity
Sites to Pd
Pd–A
A–B (Å)

Ead (eV)

4f
B

H
H

1.981
1.717

—
—

2.342
2.342

T

H

1.555

—

1.906

O

4f
B
T

O
O
O

2.149
1.933
1.825

—
—
—

1.221
0.890
0.123

CO

4f
B

C
C

2.206
2.000

1.203
1.178

1.854
1.924

T

C

1.876

1.158

1.501

4f
B

O
O

2.159
1.934

0.978
0.976

3.128
3.204

T

O

1.969

0.967

2.440

4f
B

C, O
C, O

—
—

1.177
1.176

0.173
0.011

T

C, O

—

1.777

0.025

4f
B

O
O

2.987
2.484

0.975
0.973

0.100
0.147

T

O

2.966

0.980

0.076

OH

CO2 (horizontal)

H2O

Fig. 2 Top and side views of the most stable structures of (a) H atom, (b) O
atom, (c) CO molecule, (d) OH species, (e) CO2 molecule, and (f) H2O
molecule. For clarity the uppermost layer is shown as ball and stick format
and for the lower subsurfaces van der Waals representation of the atoms is
adopted.

and is stable in both these sites. The adsorption energies of the Oatom indicate strongest binding at the 4f site. For the diatomic
molecules (or species) such as CO, OH and H2, we find that the
adsorption at the bridge sites is of lower energy. We also note that
the adsorbed OH species display an interesting geometrical property
after relaxation i.e., the H atom adopts a slanted position with
respect to the surface Pd-atom to which O of the OH species is
bound. In contrast, CO is bound via the C-atom in a perpendicular
configuration. The probable reason for this diﬀerence can be
investigated using Bader charge analysis. The average charge on the
Pd atoms on the surface is 0.034 e and 0.012 e respectively for
OH/Pd(100) and CO/Pd(100) systems. However, when we consider
the Pd atoms in the immediate neighbourhood surrounding the OH
and CO species, we see that they have a residual average negative
charge i.e., 0.020 e and 0.053 e for OH/Pd(100) and CO/Pd(100)
surfaces respec-tively. On the other hand, the charge on the H-atom
of OH species is 0.595 e and 1.009 e for the O-atom in the CO
species, resulting in an electrostatic attraction between the H of OH
species and the Pd(100) surface and hence the bent structure. The
CO2 molecule is weakly adsorbed on the top site, while the H2O
molecule is weakly chemisorbed on the ‘‘bridge-top’’ site i.e., after
relaxation of the

H2O molecule adsorbed on the bridge site, it migrates closer to the
top site and remains tilted towards the surface.
Having established the favoured sites for the adsorbed species,
we now explore their geometrical and electronic prop-erties in more
detail.
3.2. Geometrical and electronic properties of the reactants, and
products
The optimised geometries of all the reactants and the products are
reported in Fig. 3(a–f) and summarised in Table 2. Interestingly, the
Pd–Pd distances in close proximity to the adsorbed sites involving
O-atoms are slightly longer than the average values of 2.729 Å. For
example, in Step 1, the Pd–Pd distance is unperturbed around the
adsorbed H-atom but it is 2.884 Å around the OH species (i.e.,
longer by B0.152 Å). This difference can be attributed to the strong
interaction between the O-containing species bound to the
neighbouring Pd atoms. To support these conclusions, we analyse
the partial density of states (PDOS) of two Pd atoms close to the Oatom (referred to as Pd1close and Pd2close) and another pair of Pd
atoms further away from the O-adsorption site (referred to as Pd3far
and Pd4far). As shown in Fig. 4, the d-orbital signatures completely
overlap

Fig. 3 The top view of reactants and products of (a) water splitting, (b) formation of H 2O and adsorption of O, (c) OH splitting, (d) H2 evolution, (e) CO
oxidation, (f) formation of carboxyl species and (g) CO2 evolution from carboxyl species. For clarity the upper most atomic layer is shown in ball and stick
and lower sub-surfaces are shown in van der Waals representation.

with each other for both pairs of Pd atoms, showing strong d–d
interactions. However, despite their similarities we can see that in
the former case the intensity of d-orbital signatures around the Fermi
energy (EF) is lower than with the pair of Pd atoms further away
from the O-adsorption site, implying weakening of d–d interactions,
which may be related to the polarisation of Pd atoms due to presence
of electronegative O-atom leading to the increased Pd–Pd distance.
Another interesting point is that, in the former case, we can also see
s and d signatures at around 7 eV (Fig. 4(a)), which are missing in
the pair of Pd atoms further away from the O-adsorption site. These
additional signa-tures are due to the interaction of the O-atom with
the Pd atoms.
On closely monitoring the Pd–Pd distances for all the reac-tants
and products, we can, however, see an exception to the above
observation in step 5 (see Table 2) i.e., in close proximity to an
adsorbed O-atom, the Pd–Pd distance is 2.778 Å, which is similar to
the average Pd–Pd distance on the surface. In this case, the adsorbed
oxygen atom, in the four-fold hollow site, is

shared by four Pd atoms and therefore, the effect of weakening the
d–d interactions is minimal.
We further analysed the Bader charges of all the reactants and
products adsorbed on the Pd(100) surface, which indicate that the
interacting Pd (Pdint) atoms exhibit mostly positive charges ran-ging
from 0.012 e to 0.188 e, showing that due to the adsorption of
various species there is a charge transfer from the Pd surface. In
steps 1, and 4 however, we observe that Pdint has zero charge. The
analyses of charges show that O-atoms bonded to H in OH, C in CO
or CO2 and H in H2O have charges in the range of 0.966 e to 1.232 e
and when they are directly adsorbed on the Pd surface they have a
charge of 0.730 e. It is interesting to note that the H-atoms are
adsorbed on the Pd surface as hydride ions.
3.3. Geometry, energetics and local electronic properties of the
transition states
In this section, we will describe the geometrical and local electronic
properties of the transition states with respect to

Table 2 The Pd–Pd on the surface ((Pd–Pd)srf) and in proximity ((Pd–Pd)near) of the interacting species, the distance between the nearest atom (A) of
these species with the Pd(100) surface and their Bader charges. The coordinates of all the files have been included in the ESI

Average interatomic distances (Å)
(Pd–Pd)near

Bader charges
Pd–A

Step

Species on Pd

(Pd–Pd)srf

Distance

Pd close to

Distance

Pd – species

1

H2O

2.749

2.816

O of H2O

2.591

O of H2O

2

3

4

5

6

H+OH

2.750

OH+OH

2.729

O+H2O

2.754

int

0.001

Pd

Species
H2O

1.232
0.635
1.052
0.651

O of H2O
H of H2O

2.729

H

1.978

H

0.159

Pd

2.884

O of OH

2.101

O of OH

0.045

PdH

0.086

H

2.885
2.891
2.763
2.804

O of OH
O of OH
O

2.082
2.135
2.154
2.613

O of OH
O of OH
O

0.185

PdOH

1.045
0.635
1.266
0.654

O of OH
H of H
O of H2O

0.760

O
O of OH
H of OH
O

O of H2O

0.087
0.095

O of H2O

OH

Pd

H2O

PdO

O of OH
H of OH

H of H2O

OH

2.754

2.877

O of OH

2.104

O of OH

0.168

PdO

O+H

2.754

2.778

H

1.714

H

0.167

PdO

1.005
0.594
0.730

2.760

O

2.145

O

0.008

PdH

0.062

H

H
H
—
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the reactants and products. The side and top views of each of the
transition states (TS) for all the steps of the proposed mechanism are
shown in Fig. 5.
In the first step, [H2O " (OH)srf + (H)srf], i.e. water splitting, the
energy barrier is 1.320 eV and the reaction is slightly exothermic in
nature. Previous high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
(HEELS), temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) and time-offlight (TOF) spectroscopic studies on Pd surface have also revealed
reversible water dissociation by forming surface hydroxyl (OHsrf)
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groups and H atoms adsorbed on the surface. In the transition
state, one of the H-atoms is at a distance of 1.460 Å while the other
is at a distance of 0.979 Å from the O-atom, i.e. one of the two O–H
bonds is stretched (Fig. 5(a)). At this stage, the dissociated H-atom is
B1.852 Å away from the Pd surface. The Bader charges show that it
has a charge of 0.165 e, so it is not very strongly adsorbed to the Pd
surface, unlike fully dissociated H-atoms, which are adsorbed as
hydride ions. To better under-stand the charge distribution of the
transition state, we com-pare the spin charge densities of the
interacting Pd(100) surface with the pristine Pd(100) surface (see
Fig. 5). In the pristine Pd(100) surface, the heights of spin density
peaks are uniform and a distortion of these peak heights along with
the calculated Bader charges will indicate the nature of the
interaction between the TS and Pd(100) surface. The Pd atoms
interacting directly with the O-atom (of –OH species) have a shorter
peak height due to the electronegative effect of the O-atom. The
Bader charge of these two atoms is +0.124 e, i.e. there is charge
transfer from the surface to the –OH species. The other Pd atoms
interact weakly with the H-atom, which has a charge of +0.016 e.
There is a small distortion in the shapes of the peaks, which may be
due to the polarising effects of the Pd atom interacting with the –OH
species.
In the second step, [(OH)srf + (OH)srf " (H2O)srf + (O)srf], the –
OH species formed in the first step may recombine via an

dissociated O-atom and the surface. In contrast, the dissociated H+
atom has a charge of +0.096 e, confirming it to be in the H state.
The charge on the nearest Pd atom is zero. As shown in Fig. 6(d),
when we visualise the electron spin densities, we find that the peak
heights are smaller for the Pd atoms interacting with the adsorbed Oatom (third column from the left in Fig. 6(d)) as compared with the
+
other Pd atoms. The Pd inter-acting with H species also show
smaller peak heights, which may be related to the polarizing effects
of the Pd atoms directly interacting with the electronegative O-atom.
The fourth step, [(H)srf + (H)srf " H2], involves the evolution of
the H2 molecule due to the recombination of the adsorbed H-atoms
with an energy barrier of 0.810 eV. As shown in Table 2, the
adsorbed hydride ions are at a distance of 1.715 Å and in the
transition state of this reaction, both the H-atoms are at a distance of
approximately 2.748 Å from the nearest Pd atom with an interatomic
distance of 0.763 Å, which is close to the H–H bond length in the H2
molecule (see Fig. 5(d)). The calcula-tion of Bader charges indicates
that in the transition state, the H-atoms and the closest Pd atoms have
approximately zero charge (Table 3). In the spin charge density
contour map, we can, however, observe small charges on these Pd
atoms (third column in Fig. 6(e)), which may be due to weak
electrostatic interactions between the H H species and the surface.
The oxidation of CO, [(CO)srf + (O)srf " (CO2)srf], takes place in
the fifth step with an energy barrier of 0.690 eV. In the transition
state (Fig. 5(e)), the Pd–O and Pd–CO distances are slightly shorter
than the Pd–O and Pd–CO distances in the reactant (Table 2). The
CO has moved from the bridge site towards the adsorbed O-atom in
the TS. The Bader charges show that the C in CO in the TS is
slightly electropositive as compared to the CO in the reactant, which
makes it more feasible for the adsorbed O-atom to combine with the
C of CO

exothermic reaction to give H2O and an adsorbed O-atom, the
energy barrier for which is found to be 0.880 eV. In the transition
state, the abstraction of one of the H-atoms from the –OH species
takes place. The distance of this H-atom from the parent –OH
species is 2.000 Å, indicating a weak interaction via a H-bond, and
its distance from the other OH species is B0.990 Å, which is close to
the normal O–H bond distance in a water molecule. The Bader
charge on the adsorbed O-atom is 0.755 e and the average charge on
the interacting Pd atoms is +0.202 e, indicating a strong interaction
between them. In contrast, the charge on the Pd atom close to the
water molecule is +0.051 e revealing a weak interaction between the
water molecule and the Pd(100) surface, which is also evident in the
spin density map shown in Fig. 5c.
In the third step, [(OH)srf " (O)srf + (H)srf], the –OH obtained
from water dissociation (in the first step) can further split to give an
adsorbed O-atom and H-atom via an exothermic reaction with an
energy barrier of 0.320 eV. In the transition state, the O H distance
has increased to 1.689 Å from the normal O–H distance of 0.978 Å.
The O-atom has a charge of 0.658 e, and Pd atoms directly
interacting with it have an average charge of +0.121 e, showing that
there is a strong charge transfer effect between the

Fig. 4 Partial density of states for (a) Pd atoms in close proximity and (b)
Pd atoms further away from the adsorbed O-atom.

Fig. 5 Top and side views of (a) TS1, (b) TS2, (c) TS3, (d) TS4, (e) TS5, (f) TS6,
and (g) TS7 where, TS represents transition states and 1–7 represents the
steps. For clarity the upper most atomic layer is shown in ball and stick and
lower sub-surfaces are shown in van der Waals representation.

to give a CO2 molecule. Furthermore, the charges on the interacting
Pd atoms in the reactants decreased from +0.188 e to +0.110 e
indicating that the Pd–CO bond is weak. While in the reactant the
CO is adsorbed to two Pd atoms, in the transition state it is bonded
to only one, which is also clearly seen in the charge spin density
contour map for the Pd atom directly interacting with the CO
(second column third row from the top in Fig. 6(f)).
Previous studies have suggested that bidentate formate is a
spectator species in the WGS reaction and hence the energeti-cally
less stable carboxyl group, which is adsorbed to the surface through
18,62
the C-atom, may play a crucial role.

Therefore, in addition to the above five steps, we consider two more
steps for the WGS reaction, in which the evolution of CO2 molecule
may occur via the formation of a carboxyl species due to the reaction
between adsorbed COsrf with an OH species, which is step 6 [(CO)srf
+ (OH)srf " (COOH)srf]. The carboxyl species in step 6 may then
decompose to give CO2 and an adsorbed hydrogen atom in step 7
[(COOH)srf "CO2 + (H)srf].
In step 6, the OH and CO species are originally bonded to two
pairs of nearby Pd surface atoms at a distance of 2.884 Å and 2.771
Å respectively. In the transition state (Fig. 5(f)), the OH and the CO
species are bonded to only one surface Pd atom with a distance of
2.078 Å and 2.331 Å respectively and the O of OH and C of CO are
at a distance of 1.669 Å. A comparison of the charges in the
reactants and the products shows that, during the transition state, the
charge on carbon changes from +0.793 e to +1.053 e and the charge
on the O-atom of the OH species changes from 1.034 e to 1.060 e,
indicating that the OH species acts as a nucleophile to form a new
C–O bond to give a carboxyl like species. The charge spin densities
show significant changes in the peak heights directly interacting with
the CO and OH species, which agrees with the calculated charges on
these two Pd atoms (see Fig. 6(g) and Table 3). The formation of the
carboxyl species is an endothermic reaction with an energy barrier of
0.720 eV.
Finally, in step 7, which is an exothermic reaction, the carboxyl
species decomposes to give CO2 and a hydrogen atom (hydride ion
on the surface) with an energy barrier of 0.540 eV (Table 2). In the
transition state (Fig. 5(g)), the H-atom is at a distance of 1.465 Å,
which is longer than the C–H distance of 1.109 Å in the carboxyl
species indicating that the H-atom is abstracted and has a charge of
+0.208 e. The Pd atom in the vicinity of the H-atom is almost neutral
and in the vicinity of CO2 species, slightly positive (+0.068 e). The
charge spin density maps also show that only one Pd atom has a
lower peak height

Fig. 6 Spin densities of the exposed surface in (a) pristine Pd(100) (min = 9.45 10 7 e Å 3, max = 4.13 10 5 e Å 3) and during the interaction of the
transition states in (b) step 1 (min = 7.63 10 7 e Å 3, max = 2.79 10 5 e Å 3), (c) step 2 (min = 4.44 10 7 e Å 3, max = 3.37 10 5 e Å 3),
(d) step 3 (min = 5.52 10 8 e Å 3, max = 1.80 10 5 e Å 3), (e) step 4 (min = 1.68 10 7 e Å 3, max = 2.74 10 5 e Å 3), (f) step 5 (min = 3.22 10 5 e Å 3, max =
5.89 10 3 e Å 3), (g) step 6 (min = 7.71 10 8 e Å 3, max = 4.69 10 6 e Å 3) and (h) step 7 (min = 3.04 10 8 e Å 3, max = 1.02 10 5 e Å 3).

Table 3 Interatomic distances and Bader charges for the transition states. The coordinates of all the files have been included in the ESI

Interatomic distances
TS for step
1

Pd–Pdsrf

2

2.766

3

2.765

4

2.753

5

2.743

6

2.749

7

2.755

Bader charges

Pd – species
1.846
H
2.200
O of OH
2.004
O
2.617
O of H2O
1.766
H
1.977
O
2.831
H
2.816
H
2.035
O
1.947
CO
2.078
C of OC–OH
2.331
O of HO–CO
2.057
C of COO

2.764

1.858

H

Species 1
0.165

H

0.755

O

0.096

H

Species 2
0.585
1.029
1.275
0.654
0.658

0.004

H

0.710

O

1.053
1.074
1.604

C of OC–OH
O of OC–OH
C of COO

1.008

O of COO

Pd
H of OH
O

species 1

Pd

species 2

0.016

0.124

O of H2O
H of H2O

0.202

0.051

O

0.009

0.234

0.000

H

0.002

0.999
1.007
1.060
0.672
0.208

C of CO
O of CO
O of HO–CO
H of HO–CO
H

0.185

2 Pd near TS
(negligible charge)
0.110

0.097

0.113

0.068

0.005

i.e., interacting with the adsorbed CO2 species (Fig. 6(h)). We also
note, as shown in Table 3, that for all the transition states, the
measured Pd–Pd interatomic distances are close to those in the
pristine surface. For clarity the energy barriers for the forward,
reverse reactions and the DEreaction are summarised in Table S2
(ESI†).

For clarity, in the above reactions the surface sites in the diﬀusion
steps are represented by (*)srf. The CO adsorption, H2O adsorption,

3.4. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation

The KMC simulations show that the coverage of H is around 0.15
H atoms per site in a monolayer and as shown in Fig. 7(a and b), the
coverage of H exhibited higher fluctua-tions than that of CO. The H
surface coverage is found to reach values as low as 0.04 and as high
as 0.18 (Fig. 7a). The KMC simulations further exhibit an average
CO coverage of 0.25 molecules per site (monolayers) (see Fig. 7(b)),
which does not change significantly during any of the simulations
and was found to be almost constant after the initial adsorption of
CO.

Using the results of our DFT calculations, we are able to simulate
the WGS reaction on Pd(100) using the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
method, in order to gain deeper insight into the kinetics of the
mechanism under reaction conditions. To simulate the reaction
mechanism, in addition to the core steps discussed in the previous
sections, we consider another seven steps relating to the adsorption,
desorption and diﬀusion of CO, CO2, H2O, H, and OH. The steps
are:
Step 8: CO adsorption

O diﬀusion and CO2 desorption have no energy barriers. The energy
barriers for H diﬀusion, OH diﬀusion and CO diﬀusions are
calculated as 0.017 eV, 0.400 eV and 0.090 eV respectively, which
are obtained from the zero-point corrected energy of the DFT results.

CO + (*)srf " (CO)srf
Step 9: H2O adsorption
H2O + (*)srf " (H2O)srf
Step 10: O diﬀusion
(O)srf + (*)srf " (*)srf + (O)srf
Step 11: H diﬀusion
(H)srf + (*)srf " (H)srf + (*)srf
Step 12: OH diﬀusion
(OH)srf + (*)srf " (*)srf + (OH)srf
Step 13: CO diﬀusion
(CO)srf + (*)srf " (*)srf + (CO)srf
Step 14: CO2 desorption (see step 7)
(CO2)srf " CO2 + (*)srf

Fig. 7 (a) H and (b) CO coverage against time.

Furthermore, CO forms patterns on the surface due to lateral
interactions, as shown in the snapshots in Fig. 8(a–c).

Within the first 5 seconds, grain boundaries can be seen between
different adsorption patterns, which disappear to form a single
adsorption pattern after this time, suggesting an equilibrium period
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of about 5 s. It is also worth noting that only CO and H adsorbates
are seen on the surface at any of these snapshots meaning that these
are the dominant species and under these conditions the turnover for
H2 production is found to be low. An increase of the turnover is seen
with increasing H2O partial pressure, as shown in Fig. 9, with the
overall mechanism remaining the same over the whole range.
When the frequencies of the simulated elementary events, shown
in Fig. 10, are examined, it is found that adsorption and diﬀusion
events dominate; therefore, these adsorption and diﬀusion processes
64–68
are limited (‘‘throttled’’) by a stiﬀness scaling method.
The
other most common events are H2O and OH decomposition, which
are also seen to be reversible in nature. The OH molecule reacts with
the CO molecule to form carboxyl which subsequently generates
CO2; while the OH molecule may break down, thereby producing
oxygen which then reacts with CO to form CO2 via direct CO
oxidation. The only other reversible step is the –COOH formation.
Of the remaining 5 steps i.e., 4, 5, 7 and 14 show that the reactions
progress only in one direction and step 2 shows no activity. From the
above analysis it can be summarised that WGSR mechanism
involves both direct oxida-tion and carboxyl pathways.
3.5. Summary and conclusions
Our combined DFT and KMC study of the WGS reaction on the
Pd(100) surface has allowed us to propose a reaction mecha-nism in
which both redox and associative pathways operate within a single
framework, which consists of seven core elementary steps. For the
complete description of the WGS chemistry, seven additional steps
constituting of adsorption, diﬀusion and desorption are included in
the KMC simulations. Our study on the geometrical changes in each
of the reactants, products and the transition states shows that
irrespective of the type of species adsorbed on the Pd(100) surface,
the average Pd–Pd distance on the surface is always similar except
when the adsorbed species are O-atoms. The analysis of electronic
properties reveals that this exception is related to the weakening

Fig. 8 Snapshots for simulation area at (a) 0.8 s, (b) 3.2 s and (c) 5.2 s. All
simulation have 1 to 1 ratio for H2O and CO in the gas phase, under the
conditions stated in computational details section.

Fig. 9 Plot of turnover frequency for H2 (molecules per site per s) against
the ratio of H2O/CO partial pressure (bar).

Fig. 10 Event frequency per site for each of the elementary steps of the proposed reaction mechanism.

of d–d interactions due to presence of electronegative O-atoms. The
calculated energy barriers demonstrate that the splitting of H2O to
give OH and H surface intermediates is the rate determining step.
The energy barriers for OH and OH recombination to give H2O and
adsorbed O, and for the hydrogen evolution steps are also high. The
KMC study indicates that the H2O and OH decomposition are the
most common events i.e., the OH radical either reacts with the CO
molecule to form carboxyl which subsequently generates CO2; or
the radical may break down to oxygen which then reacts with CO to
form CO2 via direct CO oxidation. From our study we conclude that
the redox-associative mechanism of the water gas shift reaction on
Pd(100) progresses via both direct oxidation and carboxyl pathways
that occur in parallel, rather than separately, which we consider will
lead to a deeper understanding of this important chemical problem
on pristine transition metal based catalyst surfaces.
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